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Abstract—In the era of computer age, with the invention of 

new technologies the need tocompute with accuracy is increasing. 

The natural approach of detection of fruit quality is done by the 

experts on the basis of human eye. Automation of quality 

assessment of fruits is important in order to reduce human 

efforts and save time. Image processing can be used to detect the 

quality of fruit which includes extraction of morphological 

features. After feature extraction, feature vectors are formed on 

which K-Means clustering is applied to form clusters. The 

formation of different clusters helps in grading of fruit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An image being worth a thousand words can be used to extract 

quality information, which can be of utmost importance in 

various fields like machine learning, robotics, computer vision 

and medical field.Worth of a product depends upon its quality 

so quality assessment came into existence. Traditionally, the 

quality was assessed under human supervision which is quite 

cumbersome so automating it will contribute in development 

of smart cities. Computerization in work has made the lives of 

human easier. Nowadays there is automation in various sectors 

like traffic control, medical field, education, telecom 

companies and food industries. Fruit being a major cultivable 

product of India is exported overseas so its quality is a major 

concern. Automating this area will enhance its performance 

and efficiency which would play a major role in development 

of smart cities. 

For grading and quality assessment of fruit, a fully 

automated system can be developed by using image 

processing. This will not only reduce human efforts but will 

also save time and increase efficiency of fruit based industries 

where fruits are used in large quantities for making variousfruit 

products [1]. This approach can be used in import and export 

industry. 

For detecting the quality of fruit, different morphological 

features are determined from the image using MATLAB and 

this information is used to evaluate its quality.MATLAB is a 

high-performance language used for methodological 

computing. It assimilates computation, visualization, and 

programming in a user friendly environment where results are 

expressed in mathematical notation. 

 

 Morphological features like eccentricity, orientation, 

major axis length, minor axis length, area, area of spots, red 

color intensity, blue color intensity, green color intensity, 

entropy, solidity, equidiameter, hue and saturation are 

extracted using functions of MATLAB [2] [3] [4].All the 

values of these features are combined together to form a 1-

dimensional array which is termed as feature vector for a 

particular image. 

 

K-Means Clustering is a partitioning method which 

partitions feature vectors into k mutually exclusive clusters [1]. 

This clustering methodology operates on observations and 

creates a single level of clusters, which makesit suitable for 

large amounts of data. K-Means Clustering is applied on the 

set of feature vectors of dataset so that fruits with similar 

features fall under one cluster and hence they get segregated 

from others. 

Clusters are formed on the basis of morphological features. 

The quality of the fruit can be judged according to the cluster 

to which it belongs. To determine the cluster of the test image, 

the distance between the feature value of test image and the 

centroid of the cluster is calculated. By comparing these 

distances, the minimum distance among them is obtained and 

the nearest cluster to which the fruit belongs is determined to 

assess the quality of the fruit.  

 

II. PROPOSED WORK 

The methodology of fruit grading involves image 

acquisition, extraction of morphological features, determining 

the spot percentage and k-means clustering. 

Figure 1 summarizes the steps involved in categorization of 

fruits on the basis of spot whose steps are as follows: 

A. Collection of Dataset 

The images of dataset should have white background with 

good contrast. They have fixed formats of JPG, TIF and 

BMP. Images which are used in the dataset are taken in 

good light conditions so that their quality is not degraded. 

There should be no noise in the image. 
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Figure 1: Categorization on the basis of spots 

 

B. Calculation of spots percentage 

Extract the red colour intensity from a RGB image 

and convert it into a grey scale image. The resultant 

grayscale image is segmented into foreground and 

background regions based on segmentation. The output 

image will be a binary image which displays the spots in 

the fruit. Finally, the percentage of spots is calculated on 

the basis of total area of fruit [8]. 

C. Categorization of dataset 

  On the basis of spots percentage, the dataset is 

categorized into excellent, good, average, bad and worst 

categories. 

D. Determination of category of test image  

 According to the percentage of spots in the test 

image, it is categorized in the above mentioned 

categories.Now this categorization of test image can be 

classified further on the basis of clusters.  

 

Figure 2 summarizes the steps involved in formation of 

clusters using K-means clustering for good category 

appleswhich are as follows: 

A. Extraction of morphological features 

Various extracted morphological features are 

eccentricity, orientation, major axis Length, Minor 

Axis Length, Area of fruit, Red Colour Intensity, 

Aspect Ratio, Solidity, Equi Diameter, HSI (Hue 

Saturation Intensity), HSV (Hue Saturation Value), 

Green Colour Intensity, Blue Colour Intensity, 

Entropy[7] [9]. All these features are extracted by 

performing various operations on the test image and 

dataset [2] [5] [6]. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Determining cluster on the basis of K-Means 

 

B. Formation of Feature Vector 

After extraction of all the morphological features, their 

values are stored in the form of a one dimensional array 

which is termed as feature vector. These value of feature 

vector are stored in excel sheet. 

C. Applying K-Means Clustering to obtain centroids 

 K-Means clustering is applied on all the feature vectors of 

the dataset to form different clusters of images which are 

identical to each other and different from other clusters[1]. 

Centroids for each feature are obtained with respect to 

their clusters. 

D. Determination of cluster of test image 

Distance between the centroid of a feature in a cluster and 

the value of that particular feature for test image is 

calculated. On the basis of minimum distance, cluster 

value is assigned to the test image. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

 

A query image Q1 is taken for analysis in which first its spots 

percentage is calculated and according to the result its features 

are extracted to form a feature vector. Then this feature vector 

is compared with the cluster centres and the closest cluster is 

assigned to the query image Q1. The procedure followed for 

the analysis is as follows: 

 

Return the nearest cluster of test image 

Difference between feature vector of test image and 

centroid of cluster 

Apply K-Means 

Clustering and Calculate 

the centroid of each 

feature in each cluster 

Form feature 

vectors of dataset 

Form feature 

vector 

Extract 

morphological 

features of dataset 

Extract 
morphological 

features 

Acquire test image 

Q1 and its category 

Proceed to Figure 2 

Discard 

Display category of test image Q1 

Find the 

category of test 

image Q1 

Categorize 

dataset 

accordingly 

 

Calculate the 

spots percentage 

Calculate spots 

percentage of 

dataset 

Convert the image into 256x256 dimensions 

Acquire the test 

image Q1 
Collect the 

dataset 

 

If 

category 

is good 

Yes 

No 
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A. Data set 

The dataset comprises of 200 images of apples, a t of 

which is shown in figure 3. 

B. Feature set 

Feature set include the features that are described in 

proposed work. Some of them are discussed below: 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Dataset of apple 

 

 Entropy– Entropy is anarithmeticalmeasure of 

arbitrariness that can be used to illustrate the texture 

of the input image. It is defined as: 

sum(p.*log2(p))                          (1) 

wherep contains the histogram counts. 

 Area– To calculate the area of apple, RGB image is 

converted into greyscale image and then object is 

detected in the image which is then converted to 

binary image, hence area is calculated [4]. 

 Area of spots– Red colour intensity is extracted from 

the image andthe image thus obtained is segmented 

into foreground (spots) and background. The output 

image is a binary image where the spots are white 

(logical true) and the background is black (logical 

false). The boundaries of the spot region in mask 

define the initial contour position used for contour 

evolution to segment the image. 

 HSI– Hue, Saturation and Intensity components of a 

fruit is calculated by the given formula [2]: 

1/2*((R-G)+(R-B))/((R-G).^2+((R-B).*(G-B))).^0.5     

(2) 

 Equidiameter– Equidiameter of a spherical particle is 

similar to its diameter. To calculate the equidiameter 

of the fruitformula is: 

(3) 

Other features like eccentricity, orientation, major axis length, 

minor axis length, solidity are calculated in a similar manner. 

 

Calculation of the above mentioned features is done for the 

query image shown in figure 4 and the corresponding values 

are shown in table 1. 

 

 
Figure 4: Query Image 

 

Table 1: Feature Vector 

Eccentricity 0.4890 Equidiameter 172.0732 
Orientation 1.0265 Hue(HSV) 0.0459 
Major Axis 

Length 

44.4570 Saturation 

(HSV) 

0.2743 

Minor Axis 

Length 

27.4032 
 

Value 0.9516 
 

Hue(HSI) 0.1519 Saturation(HIS) 0.1748 
Area 23255 Intensity 0.8035 
Red Color 

Intensity 

242.5683 
 

Green Color 

Intensity 

191.2201 
 

Aspect Ratio 1.6045 
 

Blue Color 

Intensity 

180.8911 
 

Solidity 0.9893 Entropy 1.7310 
Area of 

spots 

3.7135e+03 Spots 

percentage 

15.9686 

 

C. K-Means Clustering Algorithm 

 The main idea of K-Means clustering is to define k 

centers, one for each cluster[1].  

The steps to find the cluster are as follows: 

Let A = {a1, a2, a3,……..,an} be the set of  feature values and 

B = {b1,b2,…….,bc} be the set of centers. 

 Arbitrarily select ‘c’ cluster centers. 

 Calculate the distance between each value of feature 

vector and cluster centers. 

 Allocate the value to the cluster center whose distance 

from the cluster center is minimum among the cluster 

centers. 

 Evaluate the new cluster center using:   

 = (1/ )                                 (4) 

where, ‘ci’ represents the number of features in i
th

 cluster. 

 Recalculate the distance between each feature vector 

value and new obtained cluster centers. 

 If no value was reassigned then stop, otherwise repeat 

from step 3). 

On the basis of K-Means clustering, center of each feature in 

each cluster is determined and shown in figure 5. After 

calculating the center value of each feature, we calculate 

theEuclidean distance between query image and center value 

of corresponding feature as shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 5: Centers of clusters 

Figure 6: Difference from cluster centers 

 

Figure 7: Analysis of apple on the basis of spots 
 

 
Figure 8: Analysis of apple on the basis of spots 
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Figure 9: Analysis of apple on the basis of clustering 

 

IV. RESULT 

 

The result is the final step in which the outcome of the 

research is being displayed. The GUI is created for the analysis 

of spots percentage of a fruit as shown in figure 7 and figure 8. 

In figure 7 and figure 8, first the query image is selected by the 

user and then the image is categorized according to its spots 

percentage in 5 categories that are excellent, good, average, 

bad and worst. Feature vector of query image is displayed. 

Simultaneously, the images from dataset of similar category 

are displayed.  

 

If the category of image is excellent, K-Means clustering is 

applied for that query image and the cluster of query image of 

excellent category is determined using K-Means clustering as 

shown in figure 9. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

This paper presents integrated techniques for grading of 

fruits on the basis of spots and various morphological features. 

The quality of different fruits can be assessed using this 

approach. Future work includes implementation of a fully 

automated system which consists of conveyor belt, camera, IR 

sensors and LCD. 
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